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What do you get when you combine a passion for cats with a drive to help
others? EnlightenUp’s Barb Horn and Randy Crutcher have just the
answer, by launching their latest project, Cosmic Cat Wisdom Cards.
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Cosmic Cat Wisdom Cards [2] are written by cats, for their people. In this 60 card deck, with gloriously colorful, engaging
illustrations, each card features one seemingly simple word along with a short description. If you'd like more in depth
explanations of each card, check out the Guide Book which ships with the deck (it also features our rescue, Kitten Associates!
[3] ).

To experience the power of theses cards, just choose a card and take that message to heart
for the day. You may find that simple word is, in reality, filled with meaningful insight.
Sometimes we just get too busy and wrapped up in things and end up missing out on the
magic that's part of our everyday life. These cards show us the way, through the lovely
images and featured words, encouraging us to embrace and take delight in another reason
why cats are good for our soul.

There's a KICKSTARTER CAMPAIGN going on RIGHT NOW. Time is short,
but you still have time to pre-order your Cosmic Cat Wisdom Deck and
score an extra goodie for being the first group. Shipping is FREE! These
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decks make great gifts, too. AND a portion of the proceeds will go to
KITTEN ASSOCIATES!

Join us by letting your friends know about this KICKSTARTER CAMPAIGN and by grabbing a deck or two while
you're at it. Pop over HERE [2] to get yours now!
Thank you to Randy & Barb for supporting Kitten Associates and for caring about cats in need.
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